Invitation to Deep Nature Work for 2020

Deep Nature Work offers a unique blend of nurturing and personal growth through interaction with our place in nature. The workshops are held in beautiful spaces where Nature as a teacher, mirror and nurturer invites you to grow in a supportive and enriching environment. The small group size allows for beautiful connections, the shared food, celebration and creative aspects bring joy and lightness that fill you up.

Workshop Schedule

March 20-22
Equinox Celebration
Harvesting for Resilience

We combine the celebration of the change to Autumn with the harvests we can lay in store to build our resilience for winter. Nature assists us to recognise and effectively store those resilience tools.

May 15-17
Personal Leadership
Standing in your Place with Grace

This workshop is an invitation to stand tall in your own power and to do so with grace and light. Together with Nature we explore our leadership values, our ways of expressing who we are and how we can be of service in full alignment.

June 19-21
Winter Solstice
Celebration & Seeds for Positive Growth

Winter Solstice, Matariki and a New Moon create a magic setting to celebrate the turn of the season. Nature brings a sense of peace and integration during this time, allowing us to identify and nourish the seeds developing in our hearts.

August 14-16
Moving within the Flow
Water as Teacher for Self and Community

This time of year, nature offers water in all its forms: ice, snow, sleet, still and flowing, rushing and turning. Water is an amazing teacher for our own flow in the world and within our communities.

September 25-27
Equinox Celebration
Opening the Heart

The Spring Equinox workshop is an invitation to reflect on our heart wisdom and choose to actively walk its path. Nature offers us ways to access our heart power and tools to remain open to it.

November 18-24
Nature Journey
The Journey through the Landscapes of Self

Nature Journey is a unique opportunity to take your own personal journey and at each step explore what you need progress. A respectful relation to the outer landscapes will enrich our inner world and bring hope and trust into our lives.

December 11-13
Summer Solstice
Celebration & Nature Quest

The Summer Solstice celebration is a culmination of the year's efforts. We use stone circle, labyrinth, the elements and an overnight nature quest to prepare us for the next calendar year.

To find out more and to register please get in touch with Scott and Maria at koreromai@growingdialogue.nz